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����� P�[ ���e ह�, )� ���e �� "�$ ह� �� )� 
���e ;�� "�$ ह�, 9��� ����� ��  ;��� �0 �1� 
���� �� �6 j �ह� हL, �1� ���� �� �6 j �ह� हL  � 
���%� ;�� ���� 	&�a ������� �� R��-�% :6`%� -� �� 
�ह� �� �� ���"��, �� ���"�� �� 9��� ;�% 
�ह ��, �; R%�� ;P� ����� �0 ��%�� "�:7 �� 
�P	�2a ��0:� D R%�� ��" ह6) हL, ���� ��$� �� �ह���VN 
�0 <��� 6,000"�: ���,�� ��  "�:7 �� �P	�2a ��) .� 
 � 2,000 "�: R� ����� �� �P	�2a ��) हL D �� R� 
'�- �� 9^"�$ R��") �� �ह� ह&� �� ��<1� �0 -� 
��< ��  �6W��7 �� :�%������� ;[� हL  � �-��0 
9,��� )� 1����, )� 1���� f	 ह� �-%�� 
:�%������� ;[� हL, 9� �; �0 ह� ��-���% �ह� 
"�)�:� D We will not make anyone a political foe. 
�ह ;�% ह���� �� �0 J�� '��ह)  � �6I� ������< 
��8�7 �� ;�%7 �0 �ह� ��-���% �ह� ��$� D �ह}-
�ह} ��$�  � 9��� +�%�X�� �ह�� �� 1� ह6B, 
8��1���� हL, "���� �6 " ��"��� �; "�:7 �� R� 
घ2�� ��  ;��� �0 �'%� +�2 ��, �-� �'%� �� �	j"� 
;�� J	�� ���� 1� +��� �� J"�'�� ��) �;�� 
+�2 ���� .�  � �� �" ��! �	�� �1�	�% �� �ह 
���� �� +��� ��!� �� �ह -������ ��"�� '��ह) D 
9� ��� ह���� �� 	� �ह 1� ;�I .�, �� -��%� ह&�, 
�� ह���� +��� ��!� �ह�� ;L\�  ह6) ह�, �� ;�% ���� ��"� 
हL  � U�� ���� 	� ��B U�� ;�% � �ह0 �-���  
��� 9���  ह�. ��-�� ह7, R� ��� 1� ;ह6% ह� 
���% f	 �� �ह� :�� D J- 1�, ;ह6% ���% f	 ��, 
�ह}-�ह} �:� ���� J"�'�� ह6B %� �� ��I%� ह&� 
�� 9��0 J	�� 	&�� ������ ह�, 9��0 �6I� J	dy 
�ह� हL "���� �� R%�� ह� ��W��� ��"��� '�ह%� ह&� 
�� -� �ह�� 	� �6I�� ��) :) हL...("��#	)... 

�� .��
 	�� 5?+ : ������ :Zह ��!� -�, 
�1�-�1� Rdy"� ��"� हL �� 	&�j �0 J- 19 
J����~ �� ��� ���� :�� हL D  

�� �� 'G H� 5���� :  �6I� 	%� हL, �ह z�d{ 
�|� हL R��� -������ 1� ":� �ह� हL S�7�� �ह )� 
+��� 9,���� हL, 9���  ��. �6 j -6e� ह6) "�: हL D 
Rd#%��O ��� �� ��B z�d{ हL -� ���"202 हL, U�� 
�6I� ;%��� :�� हL, "���� 9��� -������ ह� �� 
�ह� ह� �� S�� ह6J हL, �L �� ह6J हL D  

;�' �0 ��S�6��2� ��"��2P )S�	0�P'� �� ;�% 
JB, 1����ह �� ;�% .� 8	����T�  � �B �6I�� 
�f <|�� �� ��) .�, �� ��I%� ह&� �� ���� ��  �� 
�0 1� 	���8%�� ��  R���7 ��  ;��� �0, ���% ��  ;��� �0 
����ह �ह� ह��� '��ह) D �6 j ��  �� �0 �:� ह�%� हL 
%� ��  

9��� �-%�� -^�� ]��: �0 9%�� �ij� ह�:� D 9/ह7�� 
)� �	�� ���% ;�� �$� हL, )� �	�� ����% ;��B 
ह�, )� `"�� JT )S<� ;���� हL  � ह���� ���^	 
1� हL �� 9���  R� `"�� JT )S<� ��, R� +~S�� 
��� �� 	��8% ����  ह� j�e0:�  � ह�0 �:� 9��0 
�T"%� ��"�, �-%�� ���� ��! हL, %� �� -� �6 j P�P� 
�0 �ह '6�� ह&�, 9��� �� +�%;� ह&� D ...("��#	)... 

SHRI RAMACHANDRA KHUNTIA 
(Orissa): Sk, I have a point to ask ... 
(Interruptions).. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: No ... (Interruptions).. 
Mr. Salim. 

SHRI MD. SALIM: Sir, I am thankful to 
the hon. Home Minister ...(Interruptions)... I 
am not asking for any clarification 
...(Interruptions)... am appreciating the hon. 
Home Minister...(Interruptions)...! 

�1� J	�� ;%��� �� �ह ���"� ��-���% �� �	� 
9\�� हL ��%: +��< ��  ���"� ��, Rd/T^N�<� ��  
,���"� �� 	��"�2�" R<6 ����� ;���� ...("��#	) 
;�:"�-���<�7 �� ��8�� �� 	��"�2�" R<& ����� 
;���� ...("��#	) �ह UP����8N��2� +~�"� हL 
...("��#	) 
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Ǻ ↓ŵűΫ ¢ ŗ΅  śŵΈ ĶůΈ ↨  ╒ ³ţź· ŗΧ ŗ΅ ÑŵΈ ĶůΈź œΞ
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ũÿŶˆź· ŗΧ ŗ΅  Ķźţź ¢ œΞά  śΉ  Ň΅ ŗŪ
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øøø ι”Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ“øøø{ 
MR. CHAIRMAN: Do you want to adjourn 

till 2.30 p.m.? (Interruptions). The House is 
adjourned for lunch till 2.30 p.m. 

The House then adjourned for lunch at 
thirty-five minutes past one of the clock. 

The House reassembled after lunch at thirty-
five minutes past two of the clock, the Deputy 
Chairman in the Chair.  

DISCUSSION ON FINAL REPORT OF 

JAIN COMMISSION AND A.T.R. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now, we will 
take up further discussion on the Jain 
Cornmission Report.  

†[ ] Transliteration in Arabic Script 
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THE MINISTER OF LAW, JUSTICE 
AND COMPANY AFFAIRS AND THE 
MINISTER OF SURFACE TRANSPORT 
(SHRI M. THAMBI DURA3): Madam, I have 
a Bill for introduction.  

Madam, I move .... 

THE DPUTY CHAIRMAN: It has not 
been listed here. You cannot introduce the 
BilJi I was looking into my papers. 

Mantriji, get it listed, and then we will get 
you. 

�� ��घ &�� .0�
 (9y� +��<) :  -� �;" J- 
�"82�P �ह� हL, �ह �ह� �"�� -�):� D  

THE DPUTY CHAIRMAN: No. There is a 
procedure for it. There should be Botice for 
the BiUs wirich have not been listed at the 
moment. We are issuing a Supplementary List 
of Business. We are receiving some Bills from 
the Lok Sabha. As today is the last day of this 
session for us, there would be a 
Supplementary List of Business. At about 4-00 
P.M. or 4-30 P.M. we will take up those Bills. 
We will get your Bill also listed therein. We 
will ask you to comeback again. Or you may 
keep sitting here. ...(Interruptions) „. 

�$0 &�!� '� 
� 
(ह$� (��^"�) :  �1�-�1� 
R��� ��K� �1� �0 1� ;L\�� ���-) D  

SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA (West 
Bengal): Madam, is the session being 
extended? 

THE DEPUTY aiAIRMAN: As far as my 
knowledge goes, it is not being extended. 

SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA: Is the 
Government not interested in its Legislative 
Business? 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I can give 
you .an assurance that if you keep sitting 
beyond twelve o'clock, it will automatically be 
extended without the permission of the 
Government. If you promise to sit beyond 
twelve o'clock tonight, you don't need the 
Goverment to extend the session. Yon will be 
in the next day. 

SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN (Uttar 
Pradesh): Our wages are going to be 
iiicreased, I-believe. So, we have to sit. 

DISCUSSION ON rtNAL REPORT OF 

JAIN COMMISSION AND A.T.R.—

Conrtd. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now we 
will take up further discussion on the Jain 
Commission Report. 

�� &!�789 ��+ ( 9y� +��<) : 9	�1�	�% 
�ह���, �" -L� ���<� 	� ���� �6 j ���.�7 �� ;e� 
��8%�� ��  

 

�	�� ��'�� �$� D ��T� �ह]�	&a P�2�^� ��� 
��  ��� �$� :) D ��-�� :���� -� �� ह]�� ��< �� 
�$�P%� ��  �	� )� ह�"� .�  � �" -L�� �� 
�"���� -� �� �ह� �� It was an assault on India 
�� �ह ��� ��  ���  � J	��  ��� �$�� '�ह&�:� 
�� R� ��< �0 ह��<� �� �� %��%0 �ह� हL, )� ��< �� 
%�e�� ��"�  � )� ��< �� -�e�� ��"� D -�e�� 
��"� -;--; %��%0 �-;&% ह6B हL, ��< �-;&% ह6J 
हL, ��< �� %�S�� �� हL D JO��� �� "e�B -; "P� 
:B .� %� ह� :6"�� .�, ह���� ���- ;�2� ह6J .� 
 � ���- �� �ह�]�� :���� �� ��%Z]� ���� )� ���� 
D �-� ��� ���- )� ह� :��, 9� ��� ह��� 
JO��� 1� ��"� D :���� -� ��#+����� )�%� '�ह%� 
.�  � ��#+����� )�%� ��  �") �� -� �6 j 1� �� 
��%� .�, ��%� .� D ��#+����� %��%7 ��, 
�T���	�8% %��%7 �� -; ��$� �� 9���  ह�%� 
R��� ���&;� �T" �ह� ह�:� %� �� 1948 �0 
�ह�]�� :���� �� ह]�� ह6B D R�� +��� �� R����� -� 
��< �� �$�P%�, ��< �� �-;&%�, ��< �� )�%� ��  
�") ;��;� "e%� �ह� �":������ %��%7 �� D 
�":������ %��%7 ��  ह�. 9��� 1� ह]�� �� :B D  

��-�� :���� -� ��� +��� �� ��-���% �0 J), 
�ह -L� ���<� ��  ���� ���� )� 'L`2� �0 	[� D ;e� 
��8%�� �� -L� ���<� �0 -� R�2� ��� ��	�2a .�, 9��0 
9�% ���� :�� हL D �� .�e� �� 9��0 �� 	[�� Z
'�ह%� ह&� D  

"Soon after becoming the Prime Minister, 
elections for the Lok Sabha were announced to 
be held in December, 1984. He got a landslide 
victory for the Congress Party winning 401 
seats out of 508 contested by it. In his capacity 
as Prime Minist«r, he signed the Punjab, 
Assam and Mizo Accords and for the 
settlement of Tamil ethnic crisis, Indo-Sri 
Lanka Accord was signed in July 1987. 
During his tenure as Prime Minister several 
reforms were brought aboik in the 
administration, economy and technology. He 
also brought about judicial and electoral 
reform by amendment of the Constitution. 
Panchayati Raj was introduced and the voting 
age was also reduced from 21 years to 1^ 
years." 

���� �ह�� �� %�]	�a R%�� हL �� R%�� ��:, R%�� 
�� 9� �0 )� U�%ह���� ���a��" 9��� – -; 
�ह +�����!� .�, -; 9/ह7�� ��< �� +�%����]� 
���� – �ह� हL D R�2���<�" T�^P �0 ह��<� 9/ह7�� 
'�ह� �� ���� ��-� �0 1��% �� �-;&% 8.�� ह� D 
9/ह} ��  -���� �0 ��"��	 �� :�a��02 �� ह��� ��� 
��  � -;--;  
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 -f�% 	P� – '�ह� �ह ���a  ह�, '�ह�  � ��B 
R�2���<�" T��#� ह�, 9��0 1��% �� ��:��� 
��-�� -� ��  ��%Z]� �0 ह6J D J- ह� 9��� -� 
�PO��
�02 �� 	~�"�� .�, �&��R�2P ��<�� �0 
9/ह7�� -� +%�O" �$� .�, J- %� ह� 9��� 
����� '"%� हL D  �LP�, �ह 9���  ��:��� .� �:� 
��� 	�[� ��  �") �ह )� +��� ��  ¦�% .� D 
�ह����, ��< �� -� %�e�� ��"� %��%0 .�, -� ��< 
�� P�82L�"�RO ���� ��"� .� – '�ह� �ह R� ��< ��  
���� ह7, '�ह� ��< ��  ;�ह� ह7 – 9� %��%7 ��  
���&;� 9� ��� �T" ह6) �-� ��� ��-�� -� �� 
ह]�� �� :�� D ��< ��  �6W�� '�ह� ��W� �0 �ह} 1� ह7 
– '�ह� ���� ह7 �� ;�ह� ह7  - )� ;�%, )� ����< 
R�%ह�� 9��� ��%� �ह� हL, ��� 9��� ;��-;�� 
;%�%� �ह� हL �� ह��<� -; %� ���,�� R� ��< �0 
�ह� हL, ��< �0 ��< ��  �6W��7 ��  ���&;� �1� �T" 
�ह� ह� 	�) हL D J- �%�-� �ह� हL �� %��-%�� 
�ह�� ��%�(� �� <ह�% ���,�� ��  I�P� ��  ��'� ह6B हL 
D -L� J��: �� ��	�2a �� ;ह6% �� ������ �<
�� 
:�� हL, J"�'�� 1� �� :�� हL D 	� ���,�� �" �� 
-L� J��: �� ��	�2a �� 8����� ���� हL D �:� )� 
;�% 	� J� �ह��% – �-%�� �{�(� �� ���� �6�� 
हL – )� ;�% 	� J� �ह��% �6I� ��$�� �� ��"� हL 
 � �ह J� �ह��% �ह .� �� ह� ��8� �ह 
'�ह%� हL �� �:� ��B :6�ह:�� .�, �:� ��B 
�e��!���� .�, �:� ��B �e��! .�, �:� ��B 
��� ;�%� :�� हL %� 9��� ;����; ह��� '��ह)  � 
U�� घ2��(� �� 	6����Zdy �ह� ह��� '��ह) D ��� 
�-ह �� �ह घ2�� ह6B,R��� 	&��-	&�� -��' ह��� 
'��ह) D �ह����, ���� ���.�� �� �ह� �� �ह )� 
��<�" NL�-P� .� D �ह +��� ��!� %� .� ह�, �:� 
��.-��. �ह ���,�� ��  ���� .� D ���,�� ��  ���� 
ह��� ��  ��%� z�d{:% f	 �� �6I� 9���  ��. ��� 
���� �� ���� ��"� .� D �:� �� ��� "� �ह�, R� 
��< ��  ���e� ���,��-�7 �� 1����)� 9���  ��. .} 
D -; �� 1���� �� ;�% ��%� ह&� %� J- ह���� �") 
�ह -� ���� हL, �-� 	� J- ह� ;ह� �� �ह� हL 
�" �� ;ह� 	� ���'�� 	!7 �� �6 j �2`	� �� हL D 
ह� ��T%|� �� �ह�� '�ह%� ह� �� ह� R� �6��� �� 
��-���%� �6��� �ह� ;���� '�ह%� हL D ह� ���� ��  
�	� J��	 ":��� �	�� ��-���%� "e�B �� 
�T" �ह� ���� '�ह%� हL, ह� ��-���% �� �	� 
9\�� R� �6��� �� �$�� '�ह%� हL  � ह� �i'�B 
-���� '�ह%� ह� �� J�$� R� ���"� �0 �i'�B S�� 
.�  � �i'�B ��  �"��� ह� �6 j  � �ह� -���� 
'�ह%� ह� D ह���� �B ������ ��8� �" ;�" �ह� .�, 
9/ह7�� �ह� �� ���,�� �� R� ��< �� '6��� �0 ��� " 
���� D S�� J��	 .�?  
 

-L� ���<� ��  R%�� ��^�&#� ह�, ���� ��^�&#� 
��$ P�"� :), ������ ��8� �� �ह� �� ह��� ��B 
U�� ��� �ह� ��"%� हL �-��� �-ह �� R� ��< 
�� '6��� I�"�� 	e� D �� J- �ह�� '�ह%� ह&� �� 
-L� ���<� �� -� 	ह"� ��	�2a .� �-�� )�2��� 
��	�2a �ह� :�� हL �ह 28 �:8% �� ��� �0 �$� 
:B .� D ��� �0 -; �ह �$� -�%� हL 9��� 	ह"� 
9� ��	�2a �� )� ��:-�� �0 "�� ���� -�%� हL D 
"��� - �L �� ह6J, S�� ह6J  R���  ;��� �0 1� ;P� 
''
 ह6B D T�R�" ��	�2a 1� "�� ह6B हL -� �� 
J	��  <��� ��" �0 JB हL D ��� �0 J�� �� 	ह"� 
9���  ��< ���'�� 	!7 �0 �1"%� .� D R��") -; 
��	�2a "�� ह6B .� %� <��� ��;�JB R/S����� 
R����)2 ह6B .�, -ह�� %� ���� -������ हL D �:� 
9� ��;�JB R/S����� �� S�� ह6J? ����� �ह 
��	�2a "�� �� .� �6 j 	%� �ह� '"� D �� R��") 
�ह �ह� ह&� �� �-� ��� �ह ��	�2a "�� ह�%� हL 
9��0 �6 j ��< )�2��� ��	�2a ��  j	%� हL D ���� 	�� 
;ह6% �� ��< हL �� )��� J	�� 	[�� �6���� '�ह%� 
ह&� D ��^�&�-7, 	L��-73.25 	�- 949 )�P 	L�� – 73.32 
	�- 944 �0 हL;  

"A growing nexus between the LTTE and 
the DMK and it repercusskms on the local law 
enforcing machinery was discernible from the 
evalution of the jnaterial. The conclusion is 
irresistible that there was a tacit support to the 
LTTE by Shri M. Karunanidhi and his 
Goverrunent and law enforcement agencies." 

�LP�, �ह ��	�2a ;ह6% "#;� हL D �� J	�� K���� 
2�R� �ह� "��� '�ह%� ह&�  � R��0 �B -:ह 	� �ह 
9�% ���� :�� हL �� %��"��P6 ��  �/�� U�� Z
��%��� ;��, U�� �ह�� 	� �����%0 ह6B �-��� 
)"2�2�B ��  "�:7 �� -� ��-�� :���� ��  ह]���� .� 
9��� ��� ��"� D �ह %g� -; ह���� ��� J��, 
���� J	�� �ह� �� �ह ह���� 1���� �� ���" .�, 
�L�%�%� �� ���" .�, ह���� �yaz� �� ���" .� D 
ह� )� U�� ����� �� ��.a� �� �ह� .� �-���  )� 
घ2� �� R� ��	�2a �0 ��� .� D ह��� +��� ��!� �� 
������ ����, ह� "�: 9��� -��� ��"�, �Y�: 
���2� ��  ��8� :6-��" ��ह; �� -��� ��"�  � 
9��� ������ ���� �� �; ह���� ����� ;ह6% ;P� 
�-;&�� हL, ��-�� -� �� ह]�� ह6B हL, ह]���� 
)"2�2�B ��  (: ह�, )"2�2�B �� �ह�� 	� )� 
����� �� ��� �� हL D �ह -L� ���<� �� 9�% Z
���� हL D ह� 9�� �ह� �ह� ���%� D )"2�2�B �� 
��� ह]�� ���� �0 �ह� �� :B D �:� )� ��%��� 
	L�� ���� �0 �� :B हL D �� )� ����" ���� '�ह%� ह&� 
�� :���� -� �� ह]�� ह6B .�, J�)�)� �� ;L� 
���� :�� .�, S�7  
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;L� ���� :�� .�? R��") ;L� ���� :�� .� �� 
J�)�)� ��  �	� J��	 .� �� ��#+�����  � 
��#+����� ��ह|" 	L�� ���� �� )� ��� 9/ह7�� 
���� .�  � -; ��#+����� ��ह|" 	L�� ह6J, 
9��� �"����<� -� .� 9���  ��� :���� -� �� 
ह]�� ह6B .� D J�)�)� �� -; -��' ह6B %� 9� 	� 
�� �T� ;L� ह2 :�� D ह��� R��� �ह� �ह� .� �� 
J	��  �	� )� J��	 हL D ह� �ह �ह� �ह%� �� 
J	 ह]�� �0 �"`% .� �� ह]�� �0 J	�� ��� �� D 
�:� -� ह]�� ���� ��"� .� 9���  �") )� U�� 
��ह|" ;�� �-��� �"����<� ��-�� :���� �� 
ह]�� �0 ह6J D ह��� ��Ta  �ह ������ ���� .� �� -� 
��!� J- ����� �0 9� घ2� ��  हL 9��� J	 
����� �� �": �� �0 D �ह �	�� -��' ��� "0, J	 
�-� )-0�� �� '�ह%� ह� 9��� -��' ��� "0 D  

�:� -��' �0 �ह 	��� -�%� हL, �ह��� 1� ��  ����, 
�� �ह��� ��  ����, %�� �ह��� ��  ���� �� -L� 
���<� ��  ���� -� J��	 हL �� -� �a� ह� �� 
������� ह� %� �� �T� ��	� J ��%� हL, ह� ����� 
�ह� �:���� '�ह%� .�, ह� '6��� �ह� '�ह%� .� D ह� 
�LS�6"� T��b� �� �6��2� �� ��-�� �ह� ���� 
'�ह%� .� �:� ह���� ����� )� ;ह6% ;P� �-;&�� .� 
�� ह� �	�� �yaz�  � ���%�7 �� ;��� ह6) .� D �� �ह�� 
	� �ह �ह�� '�ह&�:� �� 1:��� � ��� ���� 1� 
��-���%§ �" 	� R� %����  �� ;�% J)  � �ह 
R� 	��d8.�%�7 �0 ह� %� 9��� 1� �ह� ��� 9\��� 
	e�:� -� ���,�� 	�2� �� 9\��� D R��� �;�� ;e� 
�;&% हL �� ह��� ��-�� :���� �� ह]�� ��  �6 �̈ �� 
'6���� �6̈ � �ह� ;���� '��7 %�T �� ह� 	� J��	 
":%� �ह� �� J	�� R� ��"� 	� ����� �:�� ��, 
J	�� ��< �� '6��� �0 I7� ����  � J	 R��� 
��� 1� �ह� "� �ह� हL D �:� �ह �6¨� '6���� �6¨� �ह� 
.�, ह���� �yaz� .�, ह���� �L�%�%� .� D �:� ह� 
�ह� ��%� %� "�: ह��� �1� ��T �ह� ��%� D  

'6��� ह6J %� '6��� �� �-#������ �����  �	� हL, 
�� J- 	&j�� '�ह&�:�? ह��� ;��;� �6��R2�P M/2 ��  
"�:7 �� �ह� �� J	 R��� �&� �� �0, �&��� +��� 
��!� ;� -�), ���� 1� %�ह �� ��-J92 ����" "0 
D ह� R� %�ह �� ;�% �� �ह� .� D ��.a� 1� ��	� 
���� D ��.a� R��") ��	� ���� �� �:� ��B 
�&��� �L�d^	� z��8.� ;��:� %� ह� ��.a� �0:� D 
�:� 1��%�� -�%� 	�2� ��  ��%�, 1��%�� -�%� 
	�2� ��  "�:7 �� �"7 �� %�e�� �� ��L�%� ��-���% 
<6f �� �� D 2��� 	� ���� J�� ":� 40 )�	�- -� 
�ह� ह� 50  

)�	�- -� �ह� ह�, �" 2&2 �ह� हL D ��� J��� 	� 
2&2 �ह� .�? �����%7 ��  J��� 	� 2&2 �ह� .� �� ���� 
 � "�"' ��  J��� 	� 2&2 �ह� .�, %�ह-%�ह �� 
;�%0 ���'��	!7 �0 J�� ":� D �%�-� �ह ह6J �� 
	�Q"���02 1�: �� :B  � ��< �� '6��� �0 I7�� 
:�� '6��� �� �-#������ ��Ta  ���,�� �� �ह� हL D 
J- �:� �-#������ हL %� R� �1� �"7 ��  �	� हL 
�-/ह7�� R� ��< �� '6��� �0 ��� �� 	ह"� I7�� .� D 
(... ��� �� घ�2�) S�� ह� :�� �LP�?  

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : I just have to 
remind the speakers of their time-limit.  

��  &!�789 ��+ : ह��� ;��-;�� �ह� �� ���� 
;����; ह7  � �;�� �ह� हL D ���� ������ हL �� 
�y�f[ �" �� �� �� R� ��"� 	� ��-���% �� 
�	� 9\� D �� $6� R���  �") �ह �ह� ह&� �� �ह )� 
��<�" N�-P� हL D �y����� �" R� ��"� 	� �":% 
��-���% �� �	� 9\�� �ह +��� ��0 %��� �i'�B 
��< ��  ����� J ��� , ���� R� ��< ��  ����� J ��0  
D �ह -� J	�� )2�J� ���� हL R��� U�� +%�% �ह� 
ह�%� ह� �� J	 �":% ��-���% �� �	� 9\�� 
J�0:� D )2�J� 	[�� ��  ;�� ���� R#+�<� �ह ह6J 
�� J	�� �ह +��� ���� �� -� घ2� �" ह� 9��0 
-� .�e� �� �":�� ह� �ह� .� 9��0 �-;&%� J�� 
 � ��	�� �"7 �0 �;$��� J��, U�� �6I� )2�J� �0 
I"�%� हL D �� 9��� �P2�" �0 �ह� -��� '�ह%� ह&� D 
���� R#+�<� �:� :"% ह� %� �6I� -f� ;%�R��:�, �� 
�	�� J	�� �ह� �f� :� D �:� �"�dS2� ���a��ह� 
���� �� R���� हL %� �� J	 �� ������ �� �ह� ह&� 
J:ह �� �ह� ह&� �� ��V	� 1�� �� ����� ���a��ह� 
���, ��1�� ह��� ���a��ह� ���; '�ह� ��B 1� z�d{ 
ह�, ��B 1� �" ह� J	 ��1��%� �� ���a��ह� ����� 
D  

R%�� ह� �ह� R� ��< ��  ���� -ह�� :���� -� �� 
ह]�� ह6B, R����� -� �� ह]�� ह6B, �" J	 
������" 9	����� -� �� ह]�� ��  ;��� �0 ;�% �� 
�ह� .�, )"0)�0 ���� -� �� ह]�� ह6B; R���  	�j� -� 
�e��!���� .�, J- %� �� ;����; �ह� ह� ���  D  

ह� �ह� �� ���  J- J	 ����  ��$�R) D �� 
J	�� ������ ��%� ह&� �� R� ��� �� ���-) J	 
����  ��$�R) ��-�� :���� �� ह]�� �0 -� �©��!��� 
.�, %� R���  �") �-#����� .� 9��� ;����; ���) 
���� J	�� ������ हL �� -� �;�� ;e� �6d^-� .�, 
+1���, ह� 9��� �ह� "� 	�), ह� 9�� �ह� 
	�e 	�) D J	 ���a��ह� ���) )S8N��P<� 
+���-�  
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'' ह� D -� 1� ���a��ह� ह� ��% ���a��ह� ��0 D 
�;�� 	ह"� %� 9��� 	�e0, �ह ;P� 9	"d�� ह�:� 
-ह�� �� R� ���"� �� %�^"6� हL, �":" ��-���% 
�� 9\��-�:� �L�/8� R��0 �ह�:� %� �L��8� 
�$�� �":% ��-���% �� �	� 9\�� J	 �	� 
�ह� -� 	��0:� �L��8�, �� R��") �ह �ह� ह&� �� 
��-�� :���� �� ��S�6��2� ��  ���"� �0 �� ;ह6% �� 
;�%7 �� ��2 �� ��%� ह&�, ;ह6% �� ��2�<� ���� 
	�� हL D 	�/%6 ���� ���7 ���.�7 �� ��8%�� �� 9��� 
�$� हL, �/� ��.� 1� �$0:� D �� �L��8� R��") �ह 
�ह� ह&� �� ��W���. +%�	 ��ह -� -; +�����!� ;� 
:), -; ���,�� ह�� :B %; �� +�����!� ;��, 9/ह7�� 
��-�� :���� �� ��S�6��2� ��  ��. -� ����, �� �ह 
�ह� �ह%� �� �ह ��-�� :���� �� ह]�� ���� %�ह 
�� '�ह%� .� D 	�/%6 �� �ह -f� �ह&�:� �� �� 9��� 
�L��8� �$%� .�  � 9��� ��S����2� �� -� 
R�%-�� .�, �ह R�� �L��8� ��  ��� .� D �� �-a 
���� '�ह%� ह&� �� R���  ��<�� ª�2 	���`<� ��  ;��� 
�0 .�e� 2�R� ":�:� 	�/%6 �ह ;ह6% ह� �ह]�	&a हL D 
�ह 1� �� -L� ��	�2a �� 9�घZ% �� �ह� ह&� :  

"There is an overwhelming evidence to 
indicate that threats to the life of Shri 
Rajiv Gandhi increased after he ceased to 
be the Prime Minister. Threat to him were 
unparallel irrespective of the fact whether 
he was the F*rime Minister or not. 
Indications were clear that forces inimical 
to him were looking for the slightest 
opportunity to strike even after he ceased 
to be thePrime Minister in 1989. Threats to 
him were perceived to be higher than those 
of the incumbent Prime Minister, Shri V.P. 
Singh. A comparative threat assessment 
report prepared by the Research and 
Analysis Wing on the perceived threats" to 
the fncumbcnt Prime Minister, Shri V.P. 
Singh, and the former Prime Minister, Shri 
Rajiv Gandhi, is the confirmation of the 
extremely high level of threat that faced by 
Shri Rajiv Gandhi." 

 

�ह )� ��	�2a �ह� हL D 9���  +�����!� ��" �� 
"���  � -; ��-�� :���� +�����!� �ह� �ह� , 
"�P� JT �	�-�<� �ह� %� �-a�7 ��	�2a हL �� 
9��� ª�2 	���`<� ;[%� -� �ह� हL D ��< �0 <��� 
��B J��� �ह� .�, �-%�� ª�2 	���`<� ��-�� 
:���� �� .� 9��� �ह� ह� D 9��� ��S����2� 
R��") �� �� ��-�� 9���  ��. ��� ��%� .� 
 � �� ��� ��  ���� �ह�� '�ह%� ह&� �� 10 – 
-�	. ��  ���� %� 	&�� ��S����2� .�, "����  

10- -�	. ��  ;�ह� �;^�6 " ��S����2� �ह� .� 
%��� �� �	�� घ� �� ;�ह� � ���" 	��0, ��< ��  
���� �� � �� 	��0, ��< ��  ���� � -� 	��0 D 
R��� 	&�� R�%-�� ���� :�� .� D -L� ���<� �� 
��	�2a �0 �ह� :�� हL �� �ह )� 	�.)�.(. "��� 
-�%� हL D 9� 	�0)�0(0 � �L	� ���� �&��� �� �� 
���� -�%� हL D �ह ���� -�%� हL D �ह�� -��� �ह%� 
हL �� ���� 	�� ;L	� �ह� हL D ;:L� ;�	� ��. 1�-� 
-�%� हL )� ह� 	�0)�0(0 9���  ��. -�%� हL  � 
9���  	�� 1� ��B ह�.��� �ह� हL D R�� %�ह �� 
;�%0 -L� ���<� �� ��	�2a �0 �|-&� ह� "���� ���� 
$6� �	�� J�$7 �� �ह�� 	� �ह ��$� हL D �ह ह� �; 
-��%� .�  � ��S����2� ��  ;��� �0 ���� %����  �� 
ह� J��- 9\��0 U�� ह� '�ह%� .� D �:� R� 
�L��8� �� ��-���% �� ��-�� :���� �� ह]�� �� �� 
D ;ह6% �� घ2��)� ह�, �� 9��� 9��Z% �ह� �f� :� D 
������ ���� ��Ta  R%�� ह� हL �� J	 -L� ���<� 
�� R� 	&�� ��	�2a �� )S��`2 ��0 D �ह �� R��") 
�ह �ह� ह&� �� �ह -� J	�� )02�0J�0 ;��B हL, 
�"�dS2�"�, �� �" �6 j "�:7 ��  �	� ह� ���a��ह� 
�� ;�% � ह� D �ह JB ��< हL, -L�� ���� �ह� �� 
U�� ����  J	 ��-���% �� �ह� हL D J	 -L� 
���<� �� 	&�� ��	�2a �� )S��`2 ���-) D ���$) 
�� 9��0 ��� ��� ��  �	� J��	 ह�, ����� 
%�T R<��� हL, �ह�� 	� T� ^��� हL, �ह�� 	� 
�-#������ �ह� ��1�B :B हL D �L �� �L �� �&'���0 
�ह�� 	� JB  � ����� �� 9� 	� S�� S�� ��� 
���� हL, R�� J	 -�� 	��0:� D �ह %1� ह�:� -; 
J	 -L� ���<� �� 	&�� ��	�2a �� )S��`2 ��0:� D  

�&��� ;�% �� �ह �ह&�:� �� �ह �|� �� )-0�� 
J	�� ;��B हL )�0P�0)�0)0 ? �� J	�� ������ 
��� :� �� J	 )� U�� R���82�:��2: )-0�� 
;��R�� �-��0 ह� �; �� J8.� ह�, ��W��� ह� D �� 
J	�� ���� ��"�%� ह&� �� �:� J	 %�� ��� 
��0:� -L� ���<� �� ��	�2a �� 2�2"� )S��`2 
��0:�, �":% ��-���% �� �	� 9\ �� R� ���"� 
�� ��$0:�  � )� R�P�	0P02 )-0�� ;��)�:�, J	 
�:� �ह} R��0 �����; ह� -�%� ह� %� U�%ह���� 
���a ��0:� D ;ह6% ;ह6% �/���� D  

3.00 RM. 

THE MINISTER OF URBAN 
reVELCTMENT (SHRI RAM 
JETHMALANI): Madam Deputy Chairman, I 
am grateful' to you for allowing me to speak, 
and I am also grateful to all the learned 
Members of this august House who have 
made their contributions so far. I had heard 
with rapt attention every single speech 
delivered and so far as the opening batsman of 
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the Congress Party was concerned, I had not 
only heard what he had to say but I had also 
the fullest opportunity of overnight examining 
the long marathon speech that he delivered. I 
am grateful to him. Madam, 21st of May, 
1991, was doubtless a tragic day in the life of 
this nation. That the Prime Minister, a 
potential Prime Miiiister, ex-Prime Minister, 
participating in the electoral process could be 
thus sniffed out of Hfe was tragic enough. But, 
Madam, the Constitution of this country places 
the high and the low, the rich and the poor, the 
powerful and the downtrodden, all on the 
same footing. If it was not Shri Rajiv Gandhi 
but a lesser mortal who had been subjected to 
this kind of cruel death, it would still have 
been the responsibility of the authorities in-
this country to discover the truth. We have to 
discover the truth to prevent recurrence of the 
unfortunte event and also to give notice to our 
enemies that India is not a pushover and they 
cannot, with ease and comfort, carry on the 
kind of nefarious activities which are being 
investigated. 

Madam, I would request the h«\n. 
Members of this House to examine the 
scenario that existed on the 21 st of May. I 
believe it was a Government of my friend, 
Chandra Shekhar, that was in power at the 
Centre, supported, of course, by the Congress 
Party. The DMK Government had, some five 
months before or four months before, been 
dismissed from office and the Anna-DMK 
Government was in power at the State level in 
Tamil Nadu .(Interruptions). ... 

SHRI R.K. KUMAR (Tamil Nadu): At 
that time it was under the President's rule. 

SHRI RAM JETHMALANI: Yes, it was 
under the President's rule. Sir, at one stage I 
have appeared before the Jain Commission. It 
is fortunate that neither in the Interim Report 
nor in the final Report is there anything said 
against the Anna-DMK and its leader. 
Somebody did try to accuse her of being a 
party to the assassination. 

The role of that person was carefully 
examined and the Jain Commission has 
fortunately recorded very strong and powerful 
findings that the accuser of Madam Jayalalita 
was Jiimself a person who had spoken lies and 
who had rendered himself liable to prosecution 
for perjury, that he had withheld the truth and 
that he had not co-operated with the 
Commission 

in its noble task of discovering the truth. 
Madam, I didn't wish to cioncem myself with 
the role of that accuser, but it is a matter of 
supreme satisfaction to me; personally, both as 
a Member of this Government and as a 
professional lawyer, who happened to be 
practising  that time, that the attempt to 
involve Madam J^alalila did not succeed. In 
this scenario the BJP was nowhere around. We 
were not in power. We had no particular role 
to play excqpt that, as a political party in the 
country, we too were concerned with the 
dastardly death and the murder that had taken 
place. When the first Report of Justice Verma 
was presented to the Parliament sometime in 
December, 1992, the BJP was not around at 
that time. When that report was considered by 
the Parliament aad when the Action Taken 
Report was considered, again the BJP had no 
role to play and, finally, when the Interim 
Report of ^T. Justice Jain was submitted to the 
Parliament on 28th of August, }997, again we 
were not around. The Parliament conadered 
the Interm Report in November, 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE (West 
Bengal); The Interim Report was submitted to 
the Parliament on 28th November, 1997. 

SHRI RAM JETHMALANI; On 28th 
November, 1997, it was submitted to the 
Parliament. 

SHRl PRANAB MIFKHERJEE: You have 
stated 28th August, 1997. 

SHRI RAM JETHMALANI: Actually, it 
was on 20th November. The original date is 
28th August. On 28th August, 1997 the 
Interim Report was presented to the 
Parliament. I believe it was the Janata Dal 
Government which was then in power. The 
firs^ controversy that has arisen is-my friend, 
Mr. Kapil Sibal, raised that controversy-that it 
is wrong to call the first Interim Report as 
InterimHeport and the second Report as the 
Final Report. This Gioverr/ment is not 
interested in this in linguistic dispute which 
has been raised. To my mind, it is a redundant 
dispute. We call it as Interim Report becaase 
the author of the Report, Mr. Justice Jain, has 
himseif called it as Interim Report and we call 
the second Report as the Final Report because 
Mr. Justice Jain calls it as the Final Report. 
We have no particular interest in this play of 
words. But Mr. Sibal made a point with which 
I heavyily a^ee. He has stated that 
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what purports to be an Interim Report is, in 
fact, on one issue, the issue with which it 
putported to deal, a Final Report he is 
absolutely right; I also agree with him-and that 
the second Report is itself a Final Report, 
though it is called the Final Report, on the 
second issue which it purported to dispose of. 
But where my friend, Mr. Sibal, goes wrong is 
that at some places, at least, in two places, the 
learned Commissioner " in his Final Report 
tries to modify the conclusions or, at least, 
explain the conclusions which he had reached 
in the earlier Report. I don't know whether Mr. 
Sibal will want me to completely forget what 
the author of the Report himself says about his 
earlier conclusions. At least, whatever he has 
stated by way of an explanation of the earlier 
conclusions, we will have to accept them. In 
that sense the two Reports may be considered 
as one consolidated document, perhaps, to a 
small extent, the second one slightly 
modifying or slightly explaining the other. 

We have been criticised. We have been 
told to use Mr. Kapil Sibal's own words. As I 
said, I really want to compliment Mr. Kapil 
Sibal because at some places he has risen to 
the heights of statesmanship a level whictt 
unfortunately he did not maintain throughout 
his discourse. At one er two places he went 
down to a level to which I did not expect him 
to go. Bui...(Interruptions). I will not take him 
by surprise. 

Madam, this is what Mr. Kapil Sibal says. 
I have got a copy of his speech. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Are you 
addressing Mr. Kapil Sibal or the Chair? 

         SHRI RAM JETHMALANI: I am only 
foregoing what I normally regard as a very 
pleasant tasL 

          THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I thought 
you are speaking in a court 

SHRI RAM JETHMALANI: I have been 
here long enough to forget my court work. 

Mr. Kapil Sibal said, "We are deeply 
disappointed because we feel that with the 
wealth of material that has come before this 
House we had the expectation that the 
Govemtnent instead of adopting certain 
angular postures would come forth and state 
that we 

accept the entire Report and we will do as 
directed by Justice Jain, instead of setting up 
an agency the role of which is not defined in 
the Action Taken Report." In this one 
si^ificant paragraph the learned Membo' has 
made Ihree points. The first point is that we 
ought to accept the whole Report. I can state 
with all the emphasis and confidence at my 
command diat I folly follow the advice of Mr. 
Kapil Sibal and, in fact, we have accepted the 
whole Report. Secondly, he made a reference 
to some angular postures. I do not know in 
what sense we were angular. Ef he had chosen 
to explain it, I would have shown him that we 
are straight There is nothing angular about our 
postures. In fact, we adopt no postiHes. We 
have no need to adopt any postures on a 
document which in some sense concems us as 
citizens of this coimtry, not as the government 
of the country. 

Madam, he said, "...Would comeforth and 
state that we accept the entire Report and we 
will do as directed by Justice Jain." On the 
second part of Mr. Sibal's advice, I wish to tell 
him and I wish to assure this august House that 
by and large we have only done what Justice 
Jain has asked us to do. His third point in the 
small paragraph shows disapproval of the 
agency which we have created, a disapproval 
which was shared by other Members as well. 
Madam, 1^ me deal with the last point first We 
have to investigate. Mr.~ Kapil Sibal has 
asked us to investigate. In fact he has asked us 
to do much more investigation than, I think, it 
is either desirable or necessary. But he has 
asked us to investigate. An investigstion into a 
crime requires the existence of a police force 
or a force which has possessed the powers of 
the Police including the powers of arrest the 
powers of interrogation and all other powers 
which the investigating machineries of various 
kinds in this country possess. Therefore, it is 
imperative on the advice of Mr. Kapil Sibal 
himself that if we are to investigate, we have 
to create an investigating agency: I want to 
know that is that investigaring agency which 
we are asked to create. I wish the hon. 
Members, instead of vaguely saying that we 
don't approve of the machinery that you have 
created shpuld have made some coasturctive 
suggestions that this is the machinoy we want 
in this particular case whidi will inspre 
confidence. I am one of ttose who btheve that 
an investigating machinery in 
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cases of this kind must inspire the confidence 
of every section of the population of this 
country and every section of this House and 
every section of the other House. But kindly 
tell us what it is that you want us to do. If Mr. 
Sibal would like to be associated with this, I 
will certainly recommend to the Government 
that they must seriously consider this. 
Whoever wishes to be associated with this, 
please tell us what exactly is the kind of 
association that you want with this agency, 
and we will certainly apply our mind to it. We 
want an agency which should, ultimately, 
bring out the truth. 

Madam, the role of the CBI has been the 
subject-matter of public criticism and debate 
and, in fact, some members of the Bar had 
taken upon themselves to go to the Supreme 
Court and ask the Supreme Court to make 
suggestions as to how to make the CBI 
truthful, independent and committed to the 
task of honest investigation. The Supreme 
Cout heard long, long agruments and finally 
the Bench of the Supreme Court delivered a 
judgement, with which probably we don't 
agree, but we have so much respect for the 
judiciary, despite what Mr. Sibal might say 
about me, that we accepted it. The Supreme 
Court has said the CBI Directors must be 
appointed in this manner, they must be 
subjected to this kind of supervision of the 
Central Vigilance Commission and so on-
which Commission itself must be appointed in 
a manner which ensures independence, 
truthfiilness and so on. It is that kind of agency 
which, we said, will investigate this. But if the 
hon. Members have any more brilliant 
suggestion, we will certainly apply our mind 
to the creation of such kind of agency. We are 
not committed on this, but we are prima facie 
committed because we think that this is in the 
best interest of the country and that is the best 
machinery which the Supreme Court itself has 
suggested after long, long deliberations and 
after hearing arguments. After all we cannot 
create a private machinery which has the 
power of arrest and the power of interrogation. 
That has got to be an existing statutory force. 
If it has to be a statutory force, surely you 
don't want us to get ttje investigation done by 
the Tamil Nadu police or you don't want us to 
get it done by the Delhi Police. It has to be 
some Central agency and the Central agency 
which is available to us is the CBI with the 
improved methods of performance 

indicated and ordained by precautions which 
the Supreme Court has solemnly laid down in 
the judgement. 

Madam, some Members have said, "We 
accept the Report but we don't accept your 
ATR." First of all I wish to make it known, and 
I am quite sure that the astute Mr. Sibal must 
have already discovered, that this is not an 
arbitrary ATR, but that it is based upon some 
recognisable principles which are* manifest to 
anyone who reads the ATR. But if you don't 
wish to discover those principles on which the 
ATR is based, then, of course, I can't ^ be very 
helpful. Let me now indicate to this august 
House the four vital principles of approach 
upon which the ATR is based. Principle No. 1 
is that we have fully accepted the findings of 
the designated Court in which the trial took 
place. We accepted the findings of that Court 
about the guilt of the accused, about the 
organisation which organised it, which abetted 
it, which financed it and which provided 
members for executing the conspiracy. We 
have taken meticulous care to see that not one 
word, not one sentence, not one unwitting 
expression of opinion, slips into the ATR 
which will have the effect of weakening the 
prosecution which is now pending in an appeal 
before the Supreme Court. Madam, that does 
not mean that the Government is against the 
people's right to argue their appeals in their 
courts. Our prosecutors, doubtless able 
prosecutors, will go and appear in the courts 
and try to sustain the findings of the designated 
Court both on conviction and on sentence. But 
bearing in mind that it is not the job of 
prosecutors to secure the conviction of the 
innocent if out of those who have been 
convicted, any one of two of them convince the 
Supreme Court that they have been convicted 
without evidence and that they are entitled to a 
reasonable doubt, doubtless they will win their 
acquittals. But so far as we are concerned, the 
principle on which we have acted is that we 
will not, under any circumstances, do anything 
which, remotely or indirectly, in any sense, 
harms the pending proceedings in the Supreme 
Court. The principle number two is, where the 
report expressly exonerates some individual, 
where if after having considered the evidence 
for and against it says that there is no evidence 
and that this person is innocent, we have 
accepted 
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the findings which exclupate that individual. 
We have accepted the findings which 
exculpate every individual and every 
organisation. Left to myself, I might have 
arrived at a different opinion. But again. 
Justice Jain was also a judge of a court, he 
was a judge of the High Court and he 
performed quasi judicial or judicial function 
sitting in the Commission of Inquiry, and my 
reverence is due to him and, therefore, in spite 
of the fact that I may have some differences in 
perception, yet we have completely accepted 
its findings in respect of every single 
individual who has been exonerated and we 
have said nothing about the exonerated person 
This is principle number two. 

The third principle on which the ATR is 
founded is that where the Commission itself 
has recommended further probe, we have 
accepted that recommendation Hon. Members 
will kindly compare the ATR with the 
Commission's main report, voluminous as it 
is, and they will find that where the 
Commission has said that this requires a 
probe, we have said, all right, we will probe 
and once again out of sheer deference to the 
standing of a High Court judge who presides 
over this kind of a Commission, which has 
done tremendous work for the last few years. 

The fourth principle is where the 
Commission has been ambivalent or it has left 
the matter in a state of doubt, it is only in that 
limited area that the Government has taken 
upon itself the task of .exercising its own 
judgment. It has applied its mind to rational 
criteria and then determined what action is to 
be finally taken. 

Madam, these four principles run through 
the entire ATR. I respectfully, very humbly, 
challenge any Member of this august House to 
find out whether there has been any departure 
from any of these four principles, which I 
have just outlines. 

Madam, one hon. Member, and I think it 
was Chitharanjan babu, said something. This 
kind of criticism is not new. It has appeared in 
the press. It is said that this report ultimately 
is the product of political pressures exercised 
upon the Government. Even some Ministers 
of the Government have been named as 
having exercised pressure upon the other 
members of the Cabinet. They say that the 
original ATR 

was something different and so on and so 
forth. Madam, it will be a very sad day for the 
constitutional democracy in this country, it 
will be a sad day for the rule of law in this 
country, it will be a sad day for the Cabinet 
form of Government, if the newspapers and 
individuals and even the Members of this 
august House were to pry irRo the working of 
the Cabinet and say which Minister said what 
and which Minister finally prevailed. The 
whole principle of Article 74 of the 
Constitution is that these are matters of debate 
within the Cabinet and nobody shall pry into 
them. Madam, I do wish to say this that no 
member of the Cabinet was pressurised by any 
other member of the Cabinet and that no 
member of the Cabinet was pressurised from 
outside. The report is the final action of the 
Government of India. It is the decision of the 
entire Cabinet and I am responsible for that 
report as much as any other member of the 
Cabinet is, though I might have played a 
lesser part in drafting the ATR or I might have 
made much less contribution than some other 
members, who probably had more time to vet 
through volumes, volume after volume. 
Therefore, this is one criticism which I wish 
finally to get rid of and put at rest. 

Madam, a complaint has been made that 
we are trying to settle political scores. What is 
this political score that we are trying to settle 
with anybody? We are the ones who know, an 
hon. Member present in this House knows that 
in politics there are no permanent friends, 
there are no permanent foes anyhow. 
...(Interruptions)... The safest thing to do in 
politics for any sound polifician is to hitch 
your wagon to the pole star of principle and 
constitutional propriety and to truth and then 
leave the consequences to other people and to 
lesser people. 

Sir,...(Interruptions).... Madam, this is not 
chauvinism 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Then, this is 
what? Disrespect? It shows that you don't 
want 33 per cent women in the House 

SHRI RAM JETHMALANI: It is the other 
way round .(Interruptions)... Madam, when an 
investigation takes place or a probe takes 
place, the probe usually starts with 
questioning and with interrogation. 
Interrogation is an opportunity for exoneration 
and clearance of doubts and removal of a 
cloud hanging over 
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the image and reputation of respectable 
persons. Only they have to fear interrogation 
who have something to hide, who have some 
slceletons in their cupboard, but the innocent 
will welcome interrogation and probe. Of 
course, interrogation is often a valuable 
method of extracting truth fiom unwilling and 
uncooperative mouths. It makes the tongue 
move and clears the smoke-screoi of silence 
where silence is taken as the shidd for guilt. 
But, why should any innocent perscm in this 
world be afiaid of an officer of the CBI or any 
other officer walking in and saying, "Well, I 
want to ask a few questions"? Nothing at all 
Why should the probe become a method of 
wreaking vengeance on somebody? I am 
unable to understand. Every honest citizen in a 
democracy must welcome a probe, must 
welcome the furnishing of information to other 
people and boldly do so. Most of our 
investigations fail because even respectable 
people are so jittery about the police 
approaching them or investigating agency 
approaching them that they refuse to answer 
questions and answer them truly. 

Now, let me deal with a few points which 
have been mad/ by Mr. Sibal. 
...(Interruptions)... Mr. Sibal, Madam, made a 
point that we must... 

SHRI KAPIL SIBAL (Bihar): He is calling 
me "Mr. Sibal' because he does not want to 
refer to meas an hon. Member. 
...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI RAA&JETHMALANI: The hon. 
Mr. Sibal, the very honourable Mr. Sibal, after 
referring to the findings of the Verma 
Commission, says that the Verma Commission 
has obviously found dereliction of duty. It had. 
He is right. Though the Verma Commission 
did not directly go into it, obviously, there was 
a doeliction of duty on the part of various 
police officers concerned with security and so 
on, including, of course, some of the workers 
of his own party who had organised the 
meeting at that place. He says, "Thus, this was 
a deliberate dereliction and we expected the 
Government to investigate into this 
thoroughly". 

Now, Madam, I am sorry to say that I am 
unable to understand this part of the criticism. 
Whose duty was it to investigate what Verma 
Rq)ert had said? Surely, it cannot be a 
reference to this Government. It can only be a 
reference to the Government that was then in 
power and if 

it is a reference to the Government then in 
power, I am afraid, Mr. Sil>al is doing 
something up the wrong tree. He should not do 
so and should not lay anything at our door and 
the fault is with any other Government which 
has not lived up to lus expectation; we are not 
the ones to be accused of this. Then, at a 
further place, in his peroration he said, "It is 
my belief. Madam, and it is the belief of my 
party that this act would not have been 
committed but for wanton acts not only of 
gross neghgence but criminality by those who' 
turned a blind eye to the events that were 
happening under thdr nose." I fiilly accept this 
finding but if I accept this finding, it does not 
flatter the political association of the hon. Mr. 
Sibal. 

I am very happy that in the next sentence 
he says, "The indictment ultimately has to be 
dons through a thorough investigation. We do 
not want to raise our fmgers against anybody 
but the least we expect from the Government 
is to thoroughly investigate into this matter." 
Obviously, this at least is a refwence to the 
present Government and if it is not, then I will 
skip over it and if it is, all that I say is that we 
are following scnipulously the advice the hon. 
Mr. Sibal has furnished us. 

Then, at £ later stage the observation is, 
"The nexus continued throughout even after 
the DMK went out of power, after it was 
dismissed on the 30th January, 1990." Well, 
surely, if that is Mt Sibal's observation, then 
nobody can fault us for the kind of interim 
Action Taken Report which we have 
produced. I think somebody should have reany 
complimented us for that report because it was 
perfectly in line with what has been suggested 
to us. 

In his solemn maradion speech, thoe comes 
a very important part of that speech, the 
reference to the wireless messages which waie 
intercepted. "Madam, these messages 
implicate a lot of people, important people. I 
do want a thorough investigation to take place 
into these messages. It is a matter of some 
deq) regret that these messages were neither 
brought to the notice of those who were in-
charge of Mr. Rajiv Gandhi's security or wae 
they brought to the notice of those who could 
have done something, if somebody had been 
perceptive enough. I suggest that some very 
strong action must be taken against those 
whose duty it was 
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to deciite° these documents. Strong action 
must be taken against those who failed to 
decipher or having deciphered, kept their 
mouth shut and failed to prevent what was a 
preventable tragic assassination." I am all for 
that and this is precisely the kind of probe 
which will take place because these 
documents were not available even to Mr. 
Justice Jain except at a later stage. Somebody 
will have to investigate js to why these were 
kept back from him for year after year and 
were made available almost at the fag end of 
his performance. 

Madam, as I have said, I have not met any 
lllfference of opinion with any Member who 
has spoken on this except that when every 
Member spoke, I had not had the opportunity 
to explain the principles on which the ATR is 
based. I am sure now when Mr. Bhardwaj, 
another Isr^yet and ex-Law Minister will 
speak, he wiH take note of the principles which 
I have enunciated and I am quite sure that a 
least he will give me and my Government the 
credit of having produced a worthwhile 
document. Madam, let me make this clear that 
there are many people involved apart from the 
persons who have been convicted. Does it 
serve any national purpose? Does it serve any 
national purpose that instead of one Murugan it 
should find out Abumurugan or somebody 
else? How does it matter if 22 are involved 
instead of 21 persons? There were a lot of 
people involved but the trouble is none of them 
is subject to jurisdiction of our police. My 
friend asked why Prabhakaran is not being 
extradited. This is a demand which has been 
made even outside in the Press. Repeatedly it 
has been made. Madam, the hon. Members 
should know just at least that you extradite a 
person from a foreign country, who is actually 
undo' the control of that foreign Government. 
But, if a civil war is raging that country and 
Prabhakaran is not available to the Sri Lankan 
government itself, what i$ this extradition that 
the hon. Members are talking about? Mr. 
Bhardwaj will take the opportunity of at least 
being my advocate and explaining this. 
...(Interruptions)... No question of extradition 
arises. We cannot possibly go to Sri lanka and 
on the high seas, investigate some persons 
who, for example, transpoited RDX, V/ho 
transported cottspirators, who provided food to 
them, they are all conspirators in the eyes of 
the law. But, it does not serve any national 
parpc^se. 

Therefore, while accepting that some probe, 
and a vital probe is necessary, I do not accept 
the suggestion of the hon. Member, Mr. Sibal, 
that we should investigate into the small, little 
things. It will be a waste, a grand waste of 
time. You will produce another document after 
another five or ten years, a document which as 
has been described by an hon. Member, which 
is almost an accurate expression, amounts to 
mountainous labour ultimately producing a 
mouse. Madam, may I just wind up by making 
one last observation? My Goverrunent does 
not wish to keep back any truth. It will 
suppress nothing. It will not shirk truth, 
however incovenient. We will investigate that 
which is within the bounds of reasonable 
possibility and is likely to produce useful and 
concrete results. We will not act like a Don 
Quixote tilting at imaginary windmills, nor 
shall we use the investigating machinery to 
ruin reputations, tar characters and harass 
those whom we do not like. Even our worst 
enemies will have a fair deal. We will not be 
stampeded into illegal or unconstitutional 
actions. That we have demonstrated to our 
friends, foes and neutral allies. And I hope this 
august House will give us the credit of not 
doing anything illegal or unconstitutional, 
whatever may be the provocation, whatever 
may be the temptation. ...(Interruptions)... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: We are 
discussing the Jain Commission Report and 
the ATR. But all throughout your speech I 
thought you were discussing Mr. Sibal's 
statemenL I feh that you were in a court 
...{Interruptions)... 

SHRI RAM JETHMALANI: Madam, you 
will not forget that he was the opening 
batsman. ...(Interruptions)... He was a century 
player. After that everybody has scored five or 
ten runs. I am right in paying tributes to my 
friend, Mr. Sibal. But, I hope after hearing me, 
he will withdraw some of the things which he 
has said. Thank you. 

SHRI HANSRAJ BHARDWAJ (Madhya 
Pradesh): Madam, I am very happy after 
hearing the Minister. I was here yesterday 
wheil one of our colleagues spoke at length on 
this issue. I must confess and I must say that it 
goes to the credit of this Government that this 
debate has been of a very high order. Ami for 
all this, you and all of us have taken this 
matter veiy 
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seriously. Alas! this could have been done 
much earlier. In 1989Rajivji lost elections. 
Everybody knew it and I need not go into the 
pages after pages of the IB Report that my 
good friend, P. Chidambaram, was in charge 
of his security as the Minister for Internal 
Security. Thereafter, he demitted office but 
eontinued to look after his security matters. 
This is a matter which was gone into by 
Justice J.S. Verma Commission where all 
these documents had been reproduced. When 
the question arose as to what are the threat 
perceptions to the life of Shri Rajiv Gandhi, 
the then Cabinet Secretary, with whom I do 
not have cordial relations, Mr. Seshan, said 
that threat perceptions had increased and we 
should allow the SPG to continue. In all 
fairness, one more officer from the PMO said, 
"Yes." And, for some time, the SPG was 
allowed to continue. But suddenly, another 
officer says, "Kindly examine." The Urban 
Development Minister is here, the Home 
Minister is here. Madam, there were two 
Cabinet Secretaries within two weeks. One 
says that threat perceptions have increased and 
we must alli..w the SPG to continue, at least, 
on m ad hoc basis. But, the next man says, -1 
will not speak against officers because they 
are not here in this House but I know them, 
having sufficiently long been in the Ministry 
and they are the ones who cause tremendous 
damage to democracy in this country-he said, 
"I overrule, and this is what I have decided." I 
will request the hon. Minister of Home and the 
hon. Minister of Urban Development to kindly 
examine those two Cabinet Notes which are 
appended to the J.S. Verma Commission 
Report. Can you decide the security of a 
Congress President or a former Prime Minister 
or a leader who had been the Leader of the 
NAM Countries, who had the legacy of 
Nehru-Gandhi, by one stroke of pen of the 
Cabipet Secretary who had taken over two 
days ago? This is our grievance. We do not 
want to settle scores with any officer. But, I 
examined it as a Minister and your files will 
demonstrate to you as to what my stand 
was.They took shelter under technicalities of 
their -service condition rules. I overruled. I 
overruled all that and said, "The incident is the 
assassination of Shri Rajiv Gandhi. Four years 
have not elapsed. Therefore, they must 
answer. How did they arbitrarily decide the 
security of a former Prime Minister 

and expose him to all sorts of danger?" They 
could say, "Okay, we do not agree with some 
of the submissions for the SPG." The SPG was 
a must and the SPG should have been there. 
After all, the Govemmet has all the powers to 
allow this. But, in case, they were not giving 
the SPG, they should have properly assessed 
the threat perceptions. The Prime Minister, 
who then took over, was our colleague. He did 
not show that grace which today we are seeing. 
You have always been opposed to the 
Congress. But your Members have 
demonstrated some sort of a culture. I did not 
find that culture in several Ministers of that 
Government, for example, who were with us. 
They immediately went out and threw out the 
security of their earlier boss, those who swore 
by his name. I would urge upon you to see 
what these officers' intention was. I am not 
maligning any officer. If you want, I can read 
the two contradictory Cabinet Notes. 
Therefore, it is here that the malice starts. 
Madam, yesterday, some of the hon. Members 
spoke defending these actions and asked, "Why 
did you withdraw suppwrt? What is the way 
you people have treated us all these years? I 
had been Counsd, at one point of time, of Mr. 
V.P. Singh. I defended him in those encounter 
cases. I never spoke a word against him as a 
person. But the question is: Can you be holding 
some sort of prejudice or malice against 
political friends or opponents? Please stop it 
here and now because in this country, with 
Gandhiji's blessings, our democracy is thriving. 
Sometimes you are in power and sometimes 
we are in power. We cannot attack each other 
on petty prejudices. Therefore, I request the 
hon. Home Minister to kindly look into it. 
Today, you have a very important 
responsibility and we are all eager that you 
succeed. But, how will you succeed with the 
type of system you have inherited? I had 
worked with this system for ten years. The 
Home Secretary was my Justice Secretary. 
Some of the officers are simply brilliant. But, 
some of them, you must know, are sycophants. 
And theses sycophants have finished the 
democratic fabric of this country. Otherwise it 
was simple matter. Several Ministers were also 
Ministers in Rajiv Gandhi's Ministry. They 
could say, "Well, we know the threat." And 
one of them was Intemsl Security Minister. He 
could say "Yes, I know there had been a threat 
to garland him with bullets  in   1988."  Mr.   
K.C.  Pant  and 
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Mr. Chidambaram discussed and all these 
papers are there in one of the volumes. But 
was' it properly tackled? Does it not speak of 
malice against Rajiv Gandhiji personally as 
such? I will draw your attention to one 
paragraph of one joint Director of DIB. He 
said, "No, no, now those threat perceptions 
have changed. Now they are only as a sort of 
personal vendetta againt Rajiv Gandhi." Is this 
the assessment of officers? If you want I can 
read out those lines. There is a Joint Director 

 of DIB who said, "Now that he is no longer 
the head of the Government, therefore, this 
has changed." Therefore, in all earnestness 
and sincerity I believe that you will not do it 

  because now this is a matter on which the 
whole House has spoken with one voice, that 
at least from here and now we should give an 
objective assessment of what has happened in 
this democracy. Where was democracy? The 
President of the Indian National Congress was 
on campaign trail. Everybody was looking to 
him what will be the fate of Rajiv Gandhi 
after 21st. And on 20th messages start 
flowing, 'He is coming to Madras, take care of 
him.' I will read, Madam, with your 
permission those messages. They speak 
volumes of the success of democracy in this 
country. Mr. Home Minister, you escaped 
very narrowly. 

Now this is the type of democracy we are 
running in this country-when leaders go on 
elections people plant bombs, people plant all 
sorts of weapons to destroy them. We have 
suffered tragically. It was such a tragedy in 
India that our Party has not come out of that 
shock till today. Therefore, consider this from 
this aspect. One of your speakers was very 
right when he said, "We may be here today or 
tomorrow—does not matter—but this country 
has to go on; please do not make leaders of 
political parties targets." Leaders are not 
produced overnight. They are processed 
through experience. It is a matter of great 
privilege to have people who have served 
Parliament for 20 or 25 years and they are still 
healthy and good. Therefore, I appeal, I 
request you, we are not going into this matter 
with any narrow poUtical angle because we 
have suffered. As a matter of fact, our entire 
spine was broken when Rajiv Gandhi was 
killed. What could be the objective? Was this 
assassination planned to make democracy a 
success? One of your own speakers said, 'It 
was to stop elections.' If some agency or some 
individual or some person in this country 
thinks that they can stop elections by killing 
one leader of one political party, it 

can happen with anybody. We may have 
forgotten, but the system should not forget 
that a huge responsibility lies on this 
Parliament of India to see that this does not 
happen. Therefore, we have always been 
saying, 'kindly look into the investigation of 
Jain Commission'. Mr. Hoine Minister, why 
was this second Commission necessary? Why 
was it necessary? We all agree today after 
seven years of this tragic assassination that it 
was the biggest tragedy for democracy and for 
all. 

We are emotional in this case because we 
worked under him and he was a very sweet 
person in addition to being the Prime Minister 
of this country. The moment I look at his 
photograph, I remain in that type of trauma for 
days and days: if this is the fate of being in 
politics then what is the good of it? Therefore, 
let us examine why it was necessary to appoint 
the Jain Commission. Why was the Verma 
Commission not given these terms of 
reference? I have no answer. The moment such 
tragedy takes place, there are instances after 
instances, a full Commission of Inquiry is 
appointed and that Commission is entrusted to 
go into all angles of that assassination. I had 
dealt with Deen Dayal Upadhyaya's also. I 
have seen Justice Mathew. I have been Mrs. 
Gadhi's case, Justice Thakkar. There have been 
several Commissions. When a Commission is 
appointed, there is a full-fledged probe. When 
a leader, when an important person, is 
assassinated, several questions and motives are 
imputed. You have to satisfy the public mind. 
The public does not know what we know 
inside Parliamen or in the Ministries. 
Therefore, from that angle, judicial 
Commission is appointed. A Commission is 
not like an investigating agency of a police. A 
Commission has a very important duty to 
collect material from all sources, including 
from pivate sources. Several people say—I 
have dealt with several very important 
matters—'We do not want to disclose; we have 
some very important information to give to 
you'. An Army General, for example. He may 
like to give certain secret information. He 
would always be ready to go before" a judicial 
Commission and inform them. Therefore, we 
should not attack a Commission of Inquiry. If 
we are at all sincere about our democracy, we 
should not do so. There is a fashion. You 
attack a judge. You accuse him of playing 
politics. What has a judge got to do with our 
politics? We, politicians, may be narrow-
minded. 
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I must say, today, whether my party likes it 
or not, that these immoral Governments which 
were run, after the assassination of Rajiv 
Gandhi, did not deserve our support and we 
Will have to repent for all these things. What 
is it? A big party, having a Record of more 
than hundred years, was reduced to annfcxures 
I and II of some smaller parties. That is why 
we are suffering today for lack of a leader of 
that stature. Actually, we were reduced to a 
little over hundred seats in 1977. But we 
worked very hard and in 1980—^I defended 
all the leaders from 1977 to 1980—we came 
back with a majority because we had a leader 
who could bring the party back to po)ver 
again, on the basis of certain principles. 

Why do you ask for our support when you 
did not treat us properly? I am putting this 
question to these people here because they 
abused to Jain Commision. The minimum 
thing we want from this House and from the 
Government i$ this. We lost a leader. He was 
not only a leader, but he was also a peson dear 
to us. Mow you are accusing right, left and 
centre, a Commission of Inquiry; you are 
attacking a judge who was doing his duty for 
you people and for all of us. He was 
authorised to do bis work through a 
Government notification. 

Madam, I can tell you with full authority 
and with full knowledge that there was an 
attempt that no judge should accept the 
responsibility. I was not the Law Minister 
then. In 1991, I was the Planning Minister. I 
took chai;ge in 1992. From that day onwards, I 
saw to it that the Coihmission functioned. I 
would like to point put to the Minister of 
Urban Developntent that these decoded 
messages, which I am going to read out to 
you, I got through the throat of the officers. 
They were not parting with it. You need to 
locate those people. I am not against any 
individual. I have Worked with brilliant Home 
Secretaries, brilliant Law Secretaries, brilliant 
officers. But there are always blacksheep who, 
in order to earn promotions and the goodwill 
of4he powers-that-be, always try to do what 
the others cannot do. 

I would read out from page 3S. It would 
demonstiate to this House that nothing else 
was required to be done exceptijig to see that 
these messages were acted upon. These were 
not 

messages from one individual to another 
individual. I am not referring to some kind of 
a gossip. These were messages from those 
intelligence agencies who were charged with 
the duty of iooking after the Palk Straits where 
the LTTE activities were going on. The 
explanation's the iflidavits, whicii were filed 
by these fellows, we could not decode. There 
was nothing difficult; it was not a difficult 
language. These messages were between 91 
and 95. Two diffierent persons. 91—
ona^rson—a code name; 95— another person. 

When did these messages start? The dates 
are very important. They stan from 19th and 
2Qth March, 1991—the day the Lok Sabha 
was dissolved. It says:' India has decided to 
cooperate with Sri Lanka to contain....'. 
Ultimately, on 21 St, the real message comes. 
"Rs^iv Gandhi coming to Madras on 30th 
March'. Therefore, they were after Rajiv 
Gandhi. Thereafter, they say: 'Should attempt 
at Madras or at the capitalT. Mr. Horns 
Minister, you do not require anything else 
than this information. If you bad been the 
Home Minister and if this sort of message was 
received, what would you have done? If you 
were a nationalist, you would have informed 
Rajiv Gandhi Straightaway. You would have 
told him: 'This is the message which the IB 
has sent. Please, therefore, don't go'. Or, you 
would have said: 'You go with protection'.! 
furtiier quote: 

"It requires strenuous efforts and sufficient 
time." 

This is on the 21st of March, virtually two 
m(»iths before the assassination. These 
iiKssages coHtin-csed to come till May, 1991. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Who was the 
Home Minister when these messages came? 

SHRI HANSRAJ BHARDWAJ: I do not 
know because I had not been associated with 
those Govemmmts. Those fellows who wefe 
in the Govemnvent at that time, ntay be 
knowing it 

Madam, you give me two minute more. 
...(Interruptions) ... 

I do not know that. I am telling you that 
these messages were there. They had chosen a 
very favourite place in Medtss. 
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Madam, I am just assisting you so that this 
debate becomes objective, so that they have at 
least something to act upon. 

Those messages were coming from the 
20(h of March, 1991 to the 7th of May, 1991. 

Kindly see that there are some matters, of 
which judicial notice can be taken. The Urban 
Development Minister knows that. Now, 
kindly see this message: 

"Attempt at Madras or in the capital. 
Capital willbedifflcult." 

Why is Madras ideal? Because there is a 
network of their workers. They had done 
samethtng to Padmanabha just one year before 
Hon'ble Mr. Kapil told us yesterday that some 
of them were common here and there. Six of 
them were common. So, they had a safe 
ground thqe. Therefore, they said, "The 
capital will be difficult. It will be better bsre." 
They had trained a lady. It says: 

"She is a daughter of ...(so and so) I 
am approaching her slowly. If we tell 
the real intentions, she may be more 
stubborn than us. There is no doubt. It 
will be better to reveal our intentions." 

This was in Miy. They say, "We have to 
reveal our intentioa for training her." So, what 
more is needed? This is a conspiracy which 
was deliberately hatched to see that Rajiv 
Gandhi is no more on the scene. Nobody else 
has been discussed in these messages. If that 
is the conditiost and if tbis is the I.B. that we 
have got in this couiUry, God save you, Mr. 
Home Minister. We have lost everything in 
this game I know practically ^11 senior 
officers of the Intelligence Bureau who are 
there now and who were ihere earlier also. I 
trusted Mr. Narayanan. I thought that he 
would be a good ofTicer. But, even he failed 
to give an explanation to the V»ina 
Commission. I have lost all regards for him. 

On the 20th, in Delhi, there were attacks 
on several Congfsssme:! with hand-grenades. 
At least at that time he sent an SOS message, 
saying, "Whenever Mr. Rajiv Gandhi is there, 
whether he asks for it or not, you must 
augment his security with the N^ at least. I 
will not wait. I will rush there" But, alas, it 
was too late. It was on the 20th in Delhi that 
several leaders, (me after the other, were 
attacked with haod-gfeiiades. So, we were 
thinking that at 

least they would be taken note of. 

If there is a genuine mistake on the part of 
some of the officers, it can be understood. But 
here is a deliberate attempt to file a false 
affidavit, to misguide the whole thing. It is 
very easy to say that we could not decode it. It 
is for your Government's wisdom to attest the 
veracity of the affidavit, whether what k is 
saying, that we could not decode it, is true or 
false. If it is false, what are tiie conclusicms to 
be arrived out of it? It is that they want to 
escape the responsibility by saying, "I do not 
remember." I cross-examined a witness in a 
court. The safest thing for him was to say, "I 
do not remember." The Judge said, "You 
proceed." But this is not the case. You are 
occuyping ttieNo.rthBlppli. Jn.yoursystem, if 
there arc some black shfcep, please' examine 
it. Then, you will be satisfied. ... (Time bel 
rings)... . 

Madam, I will take five minutes more. I 
am not irrelevant. 

4.00 P.M. 

This is very important We have talked on 
several one-line stanzas, or two-line stanzas, 
but have not come to the point. This is the 
point M^dam, this is a very important thing. If 
we miss this, then this Government will also 
be t^en for a ride. I was a Law Minister. I was 
dealing with S.I.T. I can say S.I.T. Officers 
were doing a good job. I did not leave it to 
anybody else's charge whether tiitS.I.T. was 
doing good or otherwise. Evesy we;^ I used to 
get a report as to what the prognosis of the 
case in Madras. They said so many were 
examined and so many remained and that we 
should expedite. But, Mr. Hoos Minister, there 
is a cissed and set mind since 1991 and there 
are two issues. Yesterday the hon. Member, 
Mr. Kapil Sibal also reminded us of this 
incident of suicide of Shanmugham. You are a 
very outstanding criminal lawyer. Examine 
the legOtur mark and the underlying tissues 
on the neck of the deceased and ^so examine 
the circumstances which led to ithe suicide. I 
leave it to your conscieece and conclusions. 

SHRI RAM JETHMALANI: I fully agree 
with you. 

SHRI HANSRAJ BHARDWAJ: The 
second point is that these persons, who are 
alleged to have committed suicide in 
Bangalore, after a considerable time of the 
assassination, they had 
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been enjoying life in Bangalore. Suddenly 
they decided to commit suicide. This also is 
one of our suspicions. According to our 
assessment, they knew something much more 
than what the Commission's inquiry has 
revealed now about the conspiracy. This 
suicide business was not very appealing, 
because the best evidence would have been to 
those actual assassins. So, these two aspects 
we are leaving to be examined now. I agree 
that in this country a commission of inquiry is 
an inquisitorial institution, which does not 
have that skill and the investigating agency 
ultimately has to be relied upon. What we are 
emphasising upon is—and at least I can say—
that you will have to ultimately rely on the 
police, whether it is the Central or State police. 
In Mrs. Gandhi's case we constituted a joint 
committee of three Directors General of 
Police—one from Maharashtra, one from 
Andhra and one from Tamil Nadu. They were 
jointly doing it so that there is no mix-up. You 
should discuss with our leaders the 
mechanism, which will be above board. Why 
should you give an opportunity for suspicion 
even now? In respect of the trial, I am also of 
that opinion that with great labour this case 
has been prosecuted by excellent prosecutors. 
We should not do anything whereby the 
benefit goes to somebody else that the accused 
persons may get it. They have their own right 
of defence, but we have an abiding 
commitment also that what the prosecution has 
put in the court is diligently prosecuted and 
proper action is taken there. 

With regard to these 21 accused, you can 
constitute a task force of legal luminaries. 
Hon. Kapil Sibal can also join. If there is any 
material which requires further investigation, 
then only they should be touched. Otherwise, 
it will create difficulties. In one conspiracy we 
are arguing in the court and in regard to the 
other conspiracy we are investigating here. 
You know the benefit of doubt can go to any 
accused. Therefore, these are matters which 
can be discussed after the debate is concluded. 
Once we are all satisfied that there is a 
genuine desire on the part of the Government, 
then there is no controversy left. I agree that 
BJP at that point of time had nothing to 
answer. Either we or successive Governments 
have to answer. Yesterday sombody said. I 
think it was Mr. Kapil Sibal himself. I was a 
Minister at that time. I can say it. Your Home 
Ministry files will demonstrate that I have 
recorded notes after notes, disagreeing with 
the Commerce 

Minister. There was public interest litigation. 
It was said that that an SLP should be filed. I 
asked when we have appointed a commision, 
why we should file an SLR I refused. But he 
was wiser than me. His view prevailed. 
Therefore, he filed an SLP. The result was 
obvious. That was dismissed by the court. The 
court said that your Government should... 

SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: Was that 
asssessment or admission? He was wiser than 
you. This was an your admission or an 
assessment. 

SHRI HANSRAJ BARDWAJ: I am a very 
humble person. 

SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU 
(Karnataka): I say that you are wiser than him. 
... (Interruptions)... 

SHRI HANSRAJ BAHARDWAJ: This is 
no longer Gavaskar's time. It is now the time 
of a new lad from Mumbai who had 
demonstrated his better skills. So old men are 
giving their places to new men. But! had a rare 
privitege of defending Mrs. Gandhi aginst Mr. 
Ram Jethmalani. I also defended Mr. Sanjay 
Gandhi. So, my commitment cannot be 
doubted. I need no certificate about my loyalty 
and other thing. Even when we were arguing 
our cases in court, we were good friends. But 
what I am saying is that there are certain 
responsibilities which are entrusted. I was 
entrusted with the responsibility of the Law 
Ministry and Mr. Ram used to attack me every 
day that he is appointed his own Judges. I 
liked it because such type of criticism keeps 
you on the right track. This is what 
pariiamentary life is. But the question is if you 
are given a responsibility of Law Ministry, 
ultimately, that responsibility is shifted to the 
Commerce Ministry. How can you explain it? 
Ultimately, what was the contention? I knew 
there were navid messages. There were certain 
naval intercepts. I wanted them to be given to 
the Commission. In one of the meetings, I 
pulled up certain officials. Then, those were 
never given. They were given oiily in 1997 or 
1998. You can see the content of discussion 
between Mr. K.C. Pant and Mr. P. 
Chidambaram. Now where is he? He is with 
the DMK. He had contested elections with the 
DMK, not with the Congress (I), not with us. 
Where are those people who spoke so 
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eloquently of their loyalties? Firstly, they 
have failed to discharge their own duties like 
security and other things which were 
asssigned to them. They wanted us to believe 
them. This is absolutely their own politics. 

Mr. K. Ramamurthy himself went on 
record, "Please don't allow Mr Rajiv Gandhi 
to come Chennai in the midnight." I have read 
this. Who was the person or who were the 
perons who over ruled this piece of advice? 
They were these very sycophants. According 
to my conscience I owe everthing to this great 
family. Therefore, I have placed the record 
straight. When I retire as a Member of 
Parliament from Rajya Sabha, I will be going 
with satisfaction. I wish the Home Minister 
good luck. 

I have certain other information, but I 
cannot tell you because I am bound by an oath 
of secrecy. But if you look into the files from 
1995-96, you would find everything there. We 
know how some of these people, over-zealous 
people go to court under the garb of public 
interest litigation and frustrate their own 
objective and later on they would say that they 
would not part with the diary of a case. 
Everybody knows what the diary of a case is. 
The Judges do look into it during the trial. 
They could not show the case diary to the 
Commission. That is why several sittings have 
gone waste. Every Judge who sits in 
Commission of Inquiry wants to see whether 
investigtion is going on correct lines or not. 
He returns it after a perusal. This privilege of a 
Judge cannot be denied. You know about it. 
You had appeared in Mr. S.P. Gupta's case. 
The power of judicial glance has become part 
of the judicialjeview now. These day even 
Cabinet notes are being summoned by courts. 
All these things have happened in the country. 
1 am proud to saynhat the'power of judicial 
review has done very good to our society 
brought an openness in the society. This being 
the law, how could you deny it to the Former 
Chief Justice of Delhi High Court? He did not 
ask for this position. I must put the record 
straight. The then Chief Justice of India, Mr. 
Ranganath Misra is here, he knows about it. 
An impression was created that no Judge was 
willing to take up this assignment. I wonder, 
how it could be. Every Judge told me, 
"Nobody was asked to take up this 
assignment. This is the term of reference. 
That's it." Thereafter 

when our Government came into power, this 
enlarged terms of reference was given. TTiere 
was some sort of total non-application of 
mind and total negligence. All these things 
were going on during those periods. 

So, these are the few pwints which need to 
be looked at objectively. This is what my hon. 
colleague from the Congress who spoke as the 
first speaker said. I personally do not accuse 
the Tamil Nadu Government, now or then, 
about anything. But could you deny what 
Bisham Babu has written? He was the 
Governor. It was the Governor's rule then. The 
DMK Government was dismissed. Even at 
that time, this was the reason, the LTTE has 
done something which was not permissible— 
coming to our soil, killing people who were in 
Madras, setting up camp and all that. 
Sympathy for Tamils outside India is one 
thing. We have sympathy for the Tamils, 
people of our origin or our people. But we are 
a separate country and Sri Lanka is a separate 
country. On these issues, let us have our views 
very clear—that our sympathies will be there 
only as long as they do not harm the interests 
of our country, however dear they may be to 
us from the ethnic points of view. But they 
has crossed the limit. Therefore, all that 
Justice Jain has done is to answer the call of 
duty. 1 am very happy with the approach of 
the Government. They have at least not ill-
treated. It was said that it was prolonged 
because of negligence. Why was so much of 
time taken? When defence message are 
required to be given, why does the Defence 
Secretary take the question of privilege and all 
that? I said, "You go, bring back and show it." 
All this was done. Therefore, I wanted to put 
on record that at that time, the entire Cabinet 
of our Government was for a probe. Each one 
of us had a joint responsibility. We worked for 
this end in our own way. But you will have 
this experiene now. We are not attcking the 
ATR. We are just reminding you about the 
difficulties that will come in your way. I see 
some of the officers of the Home Ministry 
now. There is a change. But if you had 
worked with some of the persons then, there 
would be a real difficulty. You will find one 
note on the files. "Shall we show it to the 
Home Minister." There is a dictation, "No, the 
Home Minister will not be shown." Can you 
prevent the Home Minister 
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from seeing his own papers? A strange 
phenomenon! "Can we show it to the Law 
Minister?". "No, except me, nobody will be 
shown." And the officers were executing! Was 
it democratic? These were the difficulties. I 
wanted to help you in this noble task because 
it relates to our leader. Therefore, I spoke very 
frankly and with full awareness that it would 
help you to know it. If you look into one years' 
file, from 1995 to 1996, you will find that the 
difficulty was there. Before 1995, until I was 
there, every day, I took two nrvcetings. The 
same message came. What was the efficacy of 
that meeting? The first meeting was when I 
reverted back to the Law Ministry. I said, 
"Look here. I have conducted several 
commissic^is of inquiry, very difficult ones. 
Their tasks are different. They are to instruct 
the mind of the Government. You are an 
investigating agency. Do year work." This 
matter was postponed. Thereafter, there was 
another meeting. But there was no compliance. 
Chavanji was also there. We all know that this 
system is plagued somewhere. How soon you 
can rectify, I do not know. This is one matter 
where the Government has shown some sort of 
an open mind. That is why I request all our 
friends: please see that we all assist in the 
implementation of this report. I will be happy 
if you are successful. But these are matters 
where international ramifications have been 
alleged and Rajiv Gandhi's last rnterview ... 
{Interruptions). 

I have never spoken in this House so long. 
I will take one minute more. Mr. Home 
Minister, please see the last statemem of Rajiv 
Gandhi to Ms. Gopalan. He had spo!«n 
eloquently of his apprehension. It is there. He 
said the whole region had been disturbed. I 
think yesterday Malkanrji spoke about it. I 
share your perceptions. If India is considered a 
small democracy outside. Today we must take 
a pledge to show it to the world that India is 
the largest democracy in the world and it is 
strong enough to sustain these shocks which 
they are giving to us and which are taxing our 
nerves. I know much more about Shri Rajiv 
Gandhi. When he came back from Iran, he had 
spokep to some journalists. That was also 
brought on record. He had an apprehension 
that he was not safe. But alas! there was no 
concern for his security right from the day he 
demiited 

office and the day he was assassinated. Thank 
you very much. 

(The Vice Chairman (Shri Sanatan Bisi) in 
the Chair.] 

MESSAGES FROM THE LOK SABHA 

(I) The President's Emoluments and 

Pension (Amendment) BUI, 19S>8. 

(II) The SaJsries and Allowances of 

Officers of Parliament (Amendment) Bill, 

1998. 

(III) The Governors (Emoluiisents, 

Allowances and Privileges) Amendment 

Bill, 1998. 

(IV) The Salary, Allowances and Pension 

of Members of Parliament (Amendment) 

Bill, 1998. 

SECRETARY GENERAL: Sir, I have to 
report to the House the following messages 
received from the Lok Sabha, signed by the 
Secretary-General of the Lok Sabha:— 

(I) "In accordance with the 
provisions of rule 96 of the Rules of 
Procedure and Conduct of Business in Lok 
Sabha, I am directed to enclose the 
President's Emoluments and Pension 
(Amendment) Bill, 1998, as passed by Lok 
Sabha at its sitting held on the 4th August, 
1998. 

2. The Speaker has cntified that this Bill 
is a Money Bill within the meaning of 
article 110 of the Constitution of India." 

(ID 'In accordance with the 
provisions pf rule 96 of the Rules oS 
Procedure and Conduct ef Business in Lok 
Sabha, I am directed to enclose the Salaries 
and Allowances of. Officers of Parliament 
(Amendment) Bill, 1998, as passed by Lok 
Sabha at its sitting held on the 4th August, 
1998. 

2. The Speaker has certified that this 
Bill is a Money Bill within the meaning of 
article 110 of the Constitution of India." 

(III) 

"In accordance with the provisions of 
rule 96 of the Rules of Procedure and 
Conduct of Business in Lok Sabha, I am 




